Lucille Njoo

**Happiness in Belfast, Ireland - Timeline/Budget:**

Throughout the Spring 2018 semester, I will meet with my faculty mentor Dr. Eric Strauss every other Monday to discuss progress.

A few major checkpoints:

- April 2: Complete geographical analysis of neighborhoods in Belfast
- April 30: Finalize survey questions
- June 24 - July 9: Trip to Belfast. One to two days during this time will be spent surveying people at public locations around the city.
- July 23: Finish compiling survey results and analyzing statistics

**Budget:**

The primary expense for carrying out this project is the program cost for studying abroad in Belfast, Ireland. Aside from this, the only other expenses are public transportation in Belfast. A day pass for the Metro Translink bus in Belfast costs £3.00 per adult, so with 5 adults over 2 days, the budget for transportation is about $40.